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Cash in With the 10th Largest Website on the Net, Twitter... Tune In To The Global Conversation And Get

Real-Time Access To Your Market Dear Business Owner, You have heard of Twitter. Many times! It is on

the news, on television shows, celebrities and athletes are speaking to their fans on Twitter and new

people are flooding on to the network every day. You will also find a number of businesses on Twitter.

Using it to find hungry buyers and connect with their market in real time. The PERFECT sales vehicle in

today's fast paced and impatient society. Regardless of what industry you may be in, the sooner you

embrace Twitter, the sooner you will open your doors to new business and new money making

opportunities. If you are still not convinced, consider some of these statistics - Twitter has over 150 Million

registered users - Twitter receives over 180 Million unique visitors a month - Over 300,000 new users join

Twitter every day - Over 600 Million searches are sent to Twitter each day ** Of those 600 Million
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searches, many people are looking for solutions to problems This is where you and your business come

in! Imagine being able to hear from a potential customer with a real problem, connect with them in real

time and offer a solution to their problem. This is a "fantasy" scenario that business owners could only

dream about... until now. Embrace the power of the global conversation and give your business one

SERIOUS competitive edge The problem for many business owners is that they see the value in Twitter

but they don't believe they have the time to even look at it. And that is the biggest misconception we must

dispel. The real issue is that they don't have time NOT to get on Twitter. And doing so can actually be a

lot easier than you might think. INTRODUCING... This is a course that anyone (even people with very

little tech background) can take and follow, step by step, to get their business up and running on the

incredible Twitter network. The course will walk you through all of the required steps from basic setup to

advanced customization and automation. You are a business owner and your time is more valuable than

anything else. We understand that better than anyone else so we have put together a training framework

that will minimize your time investment, maximize your results and get Twitter fully integrated into your

overall business marketing efforts now! Here are some of the powerful lessons you will learn - How to

create an account that gets noticed - A short and painless process that gets you tweeting within minutes -

Some simple tools that will make Tweeting fun - How to find key influencers to follow - How to get these

influencers to follow you back and network with them - Using Twitter to find potential prospects who need

your stuff today - How to send Tweets that get noticed and engage new conversation - Setting up custom

searches so you know when, where and who has been talking about problems that your business can

solve - How to enhance your Twitter experience with automation This course is delivered as a series of

20 short videos and a step by step PDF guide that you can use as you watch the videos. Invest just an

hour or 2 a day over the next 5 days and you will have all of the knowledge you need to make Twitter a

major part of your sales and marketing department.
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